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There was a time when Dalton Casey ran the Casey family while grooming the next generation, but Cain Casey inherits
the reins too early when Dalton is gunned down. His loss leaves Cain devastated, and she does her best to keep the
business together, but his loss has left her adrift and hungry for revenge. That ends the night a new employee douses
her in beer. Emma Verde has left everything behind in Wisconsin to attend Tulane in New Orleans. She sees an
opportunity to make enough money for the coming semester when she lands a job at an Irish pub in the French Quarter.
That job soon spirals into something else. That’s the story we know, but this is the tale of how Cain and Emma fell in
love, and their history proves that love was the only thing that saved the heart of the devil.
Jack Reardon, former SAS soldier and current Australian Meta-State asset, has seen some messy battles. But "messy"
takes on a whole new meaning when he finds himself tied to a chair in a torture shack, his cover blown wide open, all
thanks to notorious killer-for-hire Ethan Blade. Blade is everything Jack doesn't believe in: remorseless, detached,
lawless. Yet, Jack's only chance to survive is to strike a bargain with the devil and join forces with Blade. As they trek
across a hostile desert, Jack learns that Blade is much more than a dead-eyed killer--and harder to resist than he should
be. A year later, Jack is home and finally getting his life on track. Then Ethan Blade reappears and throws it all into chaos
once more. It's impossible to trust the assassin, especially when his presence casts doubts on Jack's loyalty to his
country, but Jack cannot ignore what Blade's return means: the mess that brought them together is far from over, and
Ethan might just bring back the piece of Jack's soul he thought he'd lost forever.
New York Times best-selling author Meghan March brings you the complete Forge Trilogy finally under one cover! A
ruthless, modern-day pirate of a CEO, Jericho Forge prefers the deck of his ships to dry land—and he always plays to win,
no matter the game. His latest pawn is poker champion India Baptiste, whose life he takes by storm, talking her into a
deal with a devil—trading her freedom for something even more precious. But India doesn’t realize Jericho is holding an
unbeatable hand and never shares everything he knows. Now she has to survive the high-stakes game of her life with
her heart intact, if she can manage not to fall in love with the enigmatic and only partially civilized billionaire. But Jericho
faces his toughest challenge ever. Triumph will require the one thing he’s never offered to a woman in his life—his heart.
Can true love conquer all in this adventure romance spanning Europe and the high seas?
Soul Thief. Bartender. Bounty Hunter. When offered a job on the Holy Representative's special security team, bounty
hunter Zyan Star couldn't be less interested - until she finds out it's her most hated of exes they're trying to track down.
She's had over two hundred years to fantasize about revenge. She just didn't quite imagine it playing out alongside the
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emissaries of Heaven. Working with Eli, the uptight angel who heads up the HR's security, is just about as much fun as
Zy expects. He of course wants her ex brought to justice through legal avenues, which is very inconvenient and incredibly
boring. As she dives into the case, however, she realizes there's more at stake than her plot for payback. Like, the free
will of mankind, and preventing the minions of hell from taking over the sovereign dimensions. This job is going to push
her to the limits of her abilities, and there's just a slight problem with that: the powers she's suppressed for centuries after
losing control of them are exactly the powers she's going to need to save the HR, end her millennia-old ex, and stop
Lucifer's little plot to join the party and invade Earth. Savior of humanity? Not so much. Or so she thought. *** A sassy,
sexy thrill ride of an urban fantasy by bestselling author A.A. Chamberlynn. Perfect for fans of Laurell K. Hamilton,
Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher. An action-packed supernatural thriller with hefty doses of romance, humor, and magical
badassery. WANT MORE ZYAN STAR? Zyan Star Series Reading Order Martinis with the Devil (Book 1) Whiskey and
Angelfire (Book 2) Vengeance and Vermouth (Book 3) Death and Dating (Book 4) (Quinn Chronicles) Death and
Promises (Book 5) (Quinn Chronicles) Death and Eternity (Book 6) (Quinn Chronicles) Black Magic and Mojitos (prequel
novelette) Sorcery and Sidecars (origin story novella) Zyan Star Book 7 coming soon Reviews: “Urban fantasy is up
there with my favorite genres to read, and A.A. Chamberlynn is quickly becoming my go-to author.” USA Today
Bestselling Author T.F. Walsh “Fans of Mercy Thompson, Harry Dresden, and Anita Blake: meet Zyan Star.”
Galleywampus Reviews “I could probably happily read 1,000 pages about these characters…Excuse me while I slowly die
waiting for the next one to be released.” Goodreads Reviewer “I am obsessed with this book!! I adored reading this
highly addictive book!” Goodreads Reviewer “Powerful, comical, vulnerable, heroic....what an outstanding character. I'll
be back for more.” Goodreads Reviewer “I couldn't put this book down until I finished it and then bought the entire series
when I finished the book! This is a must read if you enjoy Fantasy.” Goodreads Reviewer “The story is well written, the
world building is wonderful. Every type of supernatural creature you can imagine and some you’ve never heard of and
there’s even a couple of cameos by a Lucifer himself. Sassy, powerful and with a hidden heart of gold Zyan is a
delightful character who drives this action-packed adventure.” Goodreads Reviewer Keywords: Urban fantasy with
angels and demons, supernatural suspense with romantic elements, supernatural bounty hunter, kickass heroine with
katana, soul thief, witches and shapeshifters, Lucifer, love-triangle, paranormal elements, paranormal ebook, urban
fantasy ebook, top urban fantasy reads, top supernatural suspense reads, top ebooks in urban fantasy, top ebooks in
supernatural suspense, contemporary fantasy, fantasy books
Scott Madison, heartbroken by his first true love's betrayal, tries to immerse himself in the rigors of academic and athletic
life at Briarwood Academy. Late at night, however, when everything is silent and his mind has the chance to wander, it
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strays toward the glen, toward her, toward the intimacy they shared. Tessa Laughlin, imprisoned for treason against the
magical world, finds herself freezing, scared.and ill. Pleas for medical attention go unanswered until the day of her court
hearing, when she collapses on the stand and is taken to St. Stephens hospital for a battery of tests. The results of those
tests will change everything, and it will be up to Scott to try to put things right. But putting things right is sometimes a
difficult thing to do, especially when you're just eighteen, with college on the horizon. And if that wasn't bad enough,
Simon Spellman is still in the picture, still obsessed with Tessa and still intends to have her for his own. book one= "The
Devil's Deal"
The greatest trick the First Vampire ever pulled was convincing the world that he didn't exist.Before the now-infamous
Count Dracula ever tasted his first drop of blood, Sorin Ambrogio owned the night...and now he's back.Fleeing Europe
and starting a new chapter in his diary of death--one not written in blood--Sorin finds new meaning to his life when he is
adopted into a Native American tribe in the American Colonies.A wife and a miracle child give this monster a new
beginning.Until his vampiric past comes back to haunt him, to eradicate him, to burn his name from their histories and to
murder anyone who ever met him--especially his family.Wounded and on the brink of death, Sorin vows to avenge the
fallen if the tribe's Medicine Man--the only other survivor--will put Sorin into a healing slumber.His sleep was only
supposed to be brief--days or weeks.But Sorin is awoken centuries later by a fledgling Shaman named Nosh--a
descendant of the very Medicine Man who first put Sorin to sleep centuries before--who will risk anything to avenge his
own murdered tribe from the vampires and other monsters now openly walking the streets of present-day
Manhattan.Sorin steps into a world that has drastically changed from the virginal American Colonies he had come to call
home.When humanity's only savior is the first man-made devil, the streets of New York City will flow with rivers of blood.
The Devil's Heart -- a legendary object of unsurpassed power and mystery. Worlds that believe in magic consider it
Darkness's mightiest talisman; worlds of science consider it a lost artifact of some ancient and forgotten race. Some say
the Heart enables its possessor to control people's minds and to amass wealth enough for a dozen lifetimes, while others
thing it capable of raising the dead, perhaps even changing the flow of time itself. But to all, the location of this fabled
object has remained a mystery -- until now. An isolated archaeological outpost has suddenly stopped responding to
repeated requests for information. Sent to discover why, the U.S.S. Enterprise™crew finds a devastated outpost and a
dying scientist, whose last worlds fall on disbelieving ears: the Devil's Heart has been found. Now, as the quest for the
Heart unfolds, Captain Jean-Luc Picard discovers the awful truth behind all the legends and age-old secrets: Whoever
holds the Devil's Heart possesses power beyond imagining...
Deal with the Devil is Orphan Black meets the post-apocalyptic Avengers by USA Today and New York Times bestselling
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author duo Kit Rocha. Nina is an information broker with a mission—she and her team of mercenary librarians use their
knowledge to save the hopeless in a crumbling America. Knox is the bitter, battle-weary captain of the Silver Devils. His
squad of supersoldiers went AWOL to avoid slaughtering innocents, and now he's fighting to survive. They’re on a
deadly collision course, and the passion that flares between them only makes it more dangerous. They could burn down
the world, destroying each other in the process... Or they could do the impossible: team up. This is the first book in a nearfuture science fiction series with elements of romance. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR The fourth thriller in the “so powerful, so pulse-pounding, so wellwritten” (Brad Thor, #1 New York Times bestselling author) Terminal List series follows former Navy SEAL James Reece as he is
entrusted with a top-secret CIA mission of retribution twenty years in the making. It’s been twenty years since 9/11. Two decades
since the United States was attacked on home soil and embarked on twenty years of war. The enemy has been patient, learning,
and adapting. And the enemy is ready to strike again. A new president offers hope to a country weary of conflict. He’s a young,
popular, self-made visionary…but he’s also a man with a secret. Halfway across the globe a regional superpower struggles with
sanctions imposed by the Great Satan and her European allies, a country whose ancient religion spawned a group of ruthless
assassins. Faced with internal dissent and extrajudicial targeted killings by the United States and Israel, the Supreme Leader puts
a plan in motion to defeat the most powerful nation on earth. Meanwhile, in a classified facility five stories underground, a young
PhD student has gained access to a level of bioweapons known only to a select number of officials. A second-generation agent,
he has been assigned a mission that will bring his adopted homeland to its knees. With Jack Carr’s signature “absolutely intense”
(Chuck Norris) writing and “gripping authenticity” (The Real Book Spy), The Devil’s Hand is a riveting and timely thriller that will
leave you gasping for breath.
For centuries an ancient and powerful vampire has searched for the perfect witch, one who can give him ultimate power. Only one
thing stands in his way: true love. "This is one of those rare books that captures me from the very first moment. The first scene
was all it took, and I was in love. The story has some unique turns that ultimately set this story up as an epic paranormal
romance." ????? "Creative, dramatic and edgy! It's one of those (rare) books that make you want to read it slowly not wanting it to
end! Can I just live in this book?" ????? "Once you start this series it becomes an addiction. Each book is a page-turning, can't put
down, must have more." ????? "It is a must-read book! You won't be disappointed!" ????? Book 1 - The Devil's Fool Eve's powerhungry, witch parents will kill at the slightest insult, and Eve's unwillingness to use her own supernatural abilities is enough to incite
them. Boaz, a powerful vampire, may be the only one able to save her, to give her the one thing she's never had--love. But in
Eve's world, no one is who they seem, and everyone has an agenda. The more she stays with him, the more difficult it becomes to
spot the true devils, especially when she becomes one herself. Book 2 - The Devil's Angel Lucien, a centuries-old vampire, lives a
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solitary life with his mind and heart blocked to the past. But all that changes when he meets Eve, a witch who not only stirs an
ancient power within him, but also teaches him to love again. This new life is threatened, however, when a powerful vampire who
calls himself the Dark Prince vows to unleash a plague upon the earth. And he’s after Eve to help him do it. To save her, Lucien
will have to face the monsters of his past, but when they collide with the present, the consequences prove deadly, making his
worst nightmare come true. Book 3 - The Devil's Soldier Lucien must destroy the one vampire who has taken everything from him,
but unexpected surprises turn the fight into more than just a battle for survival. Lives will be lost, and hearts will be broken. Book 4
- The Devil Finally rid of Boaz, Lucien thought he could live a peaceful life with Eve, but then she disappears. He spends every
waking moment looking for her, intensifying his search when he learns the President and the DSRD are trying to find Eve too.
When Lucien finally tracks her down, she’s not the same woman he remembers, and it is going to take a lot more than his love to
bring her back to him. In this complete paranormal romance series, Steele introduces readers to a dark and sexy world full of
vampires and witches. If you like Laurell K. Hamilton and Anne Rice, you will LOVE this series! Scroll up and grab this paranormal
romance TODAY! "OMG!!!Thank you for an awesome read. I cried but then happiness came forth." - Amazon reviewer ????? "This
was one of the best stories I've read in a long time. A lot of excitement and adventure. I highly recommend it!" - Amazon Reviewer
????? "Best book ever!!" - Amazon Reviewer ????? *** Keywords: vampire, vampire novels, vampire series, paranormal romance,
witches, forbidden love, love stories, magic, action, dark romance, dark fantasy, true love
I crowned her queen and lost everything.I gave everything to protect Evie from Heaven. And I won. Michael can torture me for
eternity. But he will never touch her.Evie is safe in Hell while I am bound in Heaven. But my queen is stronger than the angels
know. I will not be left here forever, and when we are reunited, Heaven will quake. When they learn of our child growing inside of
her, they will know unimaginable fear.A battle is coming. And if Heaven claims Hell, Evie will burn. I won't let that happen. Michael
should have remembered ... no one wins against the Devil.
The evil that triumphed during that long-ago summer in Whitfield is festering now in the unsuspecting town of Logandale. Only
Sam and Nydia Balon, lone survivors of the ancient horror, know the signs—the putrid stench rising from the bowels of the earth,
the unspeakable, inexplicable atrocities, the hideous, horrifying Beasts—that mark the foul presence of the Prince of Darkness.
Only they have the weapons that can pierce . . . The Devil’s Heart Once the carnage begins, there’s no time for anything but
terror. Hollow-eyed, hungry corpses rise from unearthly tombs to gorge themselves on living flesh and spawn a new generation of
restless Undead. The very demons of Hell cavort with Satan’s unholy disciples in blood-soaked rituals and fevered orgies. The
Balons have faced the red, glowing eyes of The Master before, and they know what must be done. But there can be no salvation
for those marked by . . . The Devil’s Touch
Kara Harbinger's only crime is having a court judge for a father. One who just happens to be presiding over the criminal case of
the President of the Devil Kings MC. The DKs are about to use the biggest Achilles' heel he's got to bend him to their will, to buy
his decision, to buy his very soul.Reno- I want nothing to do with this job, but I can't get out of it.As a member of the Devil Kings
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MC, my life is a violent existence hinged on loyalty to the oath I took: Devil Kings before all else. I'm the club's muscle, the brother
they give the vicious, vile jobs, the dirty deeds. When it comes to my club, I do whatever they ask, whatever they need. Then I see
Kara, all sweet and innocent with her soulful eyes and sexy body. She's a bright light in my dark existence. In her eyes, I see an
escape from the brutal life I've lived for so long, a life void of feelings, emotions and light. She gives me the faith to believe I can
have more, to believe I can have everything.What do I do when my VP wants her taken as leverage to use against her
father?What do I do when one look at Kara threatens everything I thought I held dear?What do I do if they want me to put a gun to
her head and end her life?I'll have to convince her to trust me if I have any hope of getting us both out of this alive.Kara-He's the
only one who can save me.I'm not supposed to want a man like Reno. He's dangerous-a lawless, badass, alpha biker. I know I
should be afraid, but the way he looks at me, with hunger in his eyes makes me want to become his. I believed the lies he told me.
I thought he was a good guy. But when he takes me hostage, everything I thought about him is turned on its head. Now he
expects me to trust him, even as he holds me captive. How can I trust a man whose loyalty is to his club, a club that wants me
dead?
Now a Netflix film starring Tom Holland and Robert Pattinson A dark and riveting vision of 1960s America that delivers literary
excitement in the highest degree. In The Devil All the Time, Donald Ray Pollock has written a novel that marries the twisted
intensity of Oliver Stone’s Natural Born Killers with the religious and Gothic overtones of Flannery O’Connor at her most haunting.
Set in rural southern Ohio and West Virginia, The Devil All the Time follows a cast of compelling and bizarre characters from the
end of World War II to the 1960s. There’s Willard Russell, tormented veteran of the carnage in the South Pacific, who can’t save
his beautiful wife, Charlotte, from an agonizing death by cancer no matter how much sacrificial blood he pours on his “prayer log.”
There’s Carl and Sandy Henderson, a husband-and-wife team of serial killers, who troll America’s highways searching for
suitable models to photograph and exterminate. There’s the spider-handling preacher Roy and his crippled virtuoso-guitar-playing
sidekick, Theodore, running from the law. And caught in the middle of all this is Arvin Eugene Russell, Willard and Charlotte’s
orphaned son, who grows up to be a good but also violent man in his own right. Donald Ray Pollock braids his plotlines into a taut
narrative that will leave readers astonished and deeply moved. With his first novel, he proves himself a master storyteller in the
grittiest and most uncompromising American grain.
I'm Everett “Rett” Ramses. New Orleans is my world, my realm, and my domain. After what I've done, some people say I’m the
devil. I say I'm a man who knows what he wants, and nothing stops me from getting what I desire. I took New Orleans, and now I
want Emma O’Brien. As the daughter of my father’s rival and sworn enemy, her fate is to be my wife. Emma is in my world now.
It's time she makes a deal with the devil. Have you been Aleatha'd? Enter the dangerous and mysterious world of New Orleans in
this all new full-length romantic suspense novel, DEVIL'S DEAL. For a sneak peek into their first meeting with no spoilers, check
out the enticing prequel, “Fate’s Demand” available everywhere. #enemiestolovers #arrangedmarriage #age-gap-romance
#dangerousromance Rett and Emma’s intriguing story begins with DEVIL’S DEAL, book one of the Devil Series Duet, and
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concludes with ANGEL’S PROMISE. Don’t miss a word of this new and exciting duet.
In this shocking finale to the bestselling series that began with Stalking Jack the Ripper, Audrey Rose and Thomas are on the hunt
for the depraved, elusive killer known as the White City Devil. A deadly game of cat-and-mouse has them fighting to stay one step
ahead of the brilliant serial killer -- or see their fateful romance cut short by unspeakable tragedy. Audrey Rose Wadsworth and
Thomas Cresswell have landed in America, a bold, brash land unlike the genteel streets of London. But like London, the city of
Chicago hides its dark secrets well. When the two attend the spectacular World's Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted
with reports of missing people and unsolved murders. Determined to help, Audrey Rose and Thomas begin their investigations,
only to find themselves facing a serial killer unlike any they've encountered before. Identifying him is one thing, but capturing
him---and getting dangerously lost in the infamous Murder Hotel he constructed as a terrifying torture device---is another. Will
Audrey Rose and Thomas see their last mystery to the end---together and in love---or will their fortunes finally run out when their
most depraved adversary makes one final, devastating kill?
New York Times bestselling author Meghan March continues the story of ruthless, calculating billionaire Jericho Forge in Luck of the Devil.
My poker face has always been my greatest asset, along with my grit and determination. I was beholden to no one. Asked permission for
nothing. Then Jericho Forge took my life by storm. I traded my freedom for something infinitely more precious, but I didn’t realize Forge was
holding an unbeatable hand. Now, all I have to do is survive the high-stakes game my life has become—with my heart intact. But not falling in
love with Forge will take the luck of the devil. Luck of the Devil is the second book of the Forge Trilogy and should be read following Deal with
the Devil. The Forge Trilogy concludes in Heart of the Devil. All three books in the Forge Trilogy are available now!
_______________________________________________________ “A sexy and explosive page-turner of a romance! Jericho Forge has
once again upstaged and absolutely obliterated all anti-heroes that came before him!” ~Shayna Renee’s Spicy Reads “Intense and riveting.
India and Jericho are a force to be reckoned with!” ~A Literary Perusal “Luck of the Devil is an exceptionally heart-stopping addition to the
Forge Trilogy.” ~The Staircase Reader “Every time a layer of mystery falls, we find a new one, making the reading experience something
utterly addictive.” ~Blog on the Run “Omg! This book is fabulously sexy and explosive with the twists and addictive storyline!” ~Smut-Brarian
“No doubt about it, The Forge Trilogy is going on my 2019 Favorite list. In fact, when I finished I said to myself “THIS is why I read.” ~Ana’s
Attic (Audio review) “Luck of the Devil was another smash hit in Meghan March’s sexy, intriguing, and addictive Forge Trilogy, and I loved
it…” ~The Romance Bibliophile “If I liked India in the first book, I'm absolutely girl crushing on her in this one.” ~Bookshelf Muse “Another
stellar dark romance from the devious mind of Meghan March!” ~Nalla Reads
In 1853, Jessica Pratt is only ten when her innocence is violently ripped away, revealing to her the cruelness of the real world. She flees,
escaping the harrowing scene, finding herself lost and alone in the untamed Northern California wilderness. Fighting for survival in the
unforgiving territory, each step puts her closer to peril, and further away from everything she has ever known. Jessica is drawn into the
sacred world of a mentor who becomes her family-the mountain her home. But the nature of life is change, and happy endings don't last
forever. When she loses everything again, she ventures off the mountain for the first time in years. Jessica becomes Jesse in an attempt to
protect herself in ways she couldn't as a child. Soon, she finds herself at the mercy of emotions beyond her control in a world suddenly off
kilter. Will Jesse maintain her new persona for her own protection, or will she let down her guard and confess her true identity to an unlikely
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new love? In the end, it is fate that will decide.
Finally rid of Boaz, Lucien thought he could live a peaceful life with Eve, but then she disappears. He spends every waking moment looking
for her, intensifying his search when he learns the President and the DSRD are trying to find Eve too. When Lucien finally tracks her down,
she's not the same woman he remembers, and it is going to take a lot more than his love to bring her back to him.
I was born to give the devil his due.When I woke up naked next to the hottest man I've ever met, I had no idea just how much my life was
about to change. And I had no clue the man was the devil himself.Literally.I promised to be his for all eternity, and so far, it's going well. Luke
will give me anything to keep me happy: jewels, food, days in bed, and more. I don't need material things to stay. I feel more for Luke than
I've ever felt before. But am I ready to give him my heart?I'm meant to be his queen, but now that Luke has found me, I'm in danger from
everyone who opposes him. This isn't my first lifetime, and the last time he tried to crown me it ended in blood.My blood.Angels will do
whatever it takes to stop my coronation. Luke promises it won't happen again. He says he'll sacrifice anything to protect me - even his soul.
All I have to do is trust him.Only The Devil can protect me from Heaven.
After the Civil War, Confederate Col. Clay Fitzgerald escapes to Ireland. But Ireland is embroiled in a civil war of its own--the Fenian
Rebellion. Clay wants to avoid the conflict, but after witnessing the plight of the common people, Clay is unable to stand by. Taking the guise
of a legendary outlaw, he wages a new rebellion of his own...
Reality and fantasy collide with shocking results in this riveting account of the notorious case of Mark Twitchell - and the police investigation
into one of the most bizarre murders in recent memory. In October 2008, Johnny Altinger, a 38-year-old Edmonton man, was on his way to a
tryst with a woman he had met on an online dating website when he emailed the directions to their rendezvous to a concerned friend. He was
never seen again. Two weeks before Altinger's disappearance, independent filmmaker Mark Twitchell began shooting a low-budget horror
film about a serial killer who impersonates a woman on an online dating website to lure his victims to their gruesome deaths. But these are
just the starting points of the stranger-than-fiction case of Mark Twitchell, a man with a startling plan to turn his life-long love of fantasy and
desire for fame into reality: - Did Twitchell, in a horrific example of life imitating art, act out the grisly premise of his own script? - Obsessed
with Dexter, the popular TV show and book series about a fictional vigilante serial killer, Twitchell assumed Dexter Morgan's profile on
Facebook. But how far did he intend to take his fascination with Dexter? - Is the shocking document "S.K. Confessions" a graphic work of
fiction that, as Twitchell claims, he wrote to promote his film? Or is it a diary he kept of his transformation into a killer, and proof that the police
stopped a prolific serial killer at the very beginning? Veteran journalist Steve Lillebuen provides a gripping investigative account of the nesting
doll intricacies of the case, plunging us into the world of pop culture fanaticism and into the mind of a self-professed psychopath. Drawing on
extensive interviews, Lillebuen illuminates what can happen when some of our culture's darkest obsessions are pushed to extremes.
The Devil’s Disguise Cats. The town was alive with them. All kinds. Black, white, fat, scrawny . . . They lived in the streets, in the back yards,
in the swamps of Becancour. Sam, Nydia, and Little Sam had never seen so many cats. The cats’ eyes were glowing slits as they watched
the new-comers. And their furry tails were slowly switching back and forth . . . Evil. The town was ripe with it. It seemed to waft in from the
swamps with the hot, fetid breeze and breed in the minds of Becancour’s citizens. Soon Sam, Nydia and Little Sam would battle the forces of
darkness. Standing alone against the ultimate predator— The Devil’s Cat
Everett Ramses came into my life like a hurricane on a dark New Orleans night. With a deep voice and penetrating gaze, his mere presence
tingled my nerves and twisted my insides much like the city’s legendary stories of spirits and ghosts. As the ruler of New Orleans, Everett
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Ramses lives life hard and takes what he wants without apology. He wants me to be his queen. I am not an unwilling capture or a damsel in
distress. No, I, Emma North, willingly fell for the man who proclaims himself the devil. Do I follow through on the promise I made to Rett, or do
I listen to my own instincts and run before it’s too late? The future of New Orleans is now in my hands. Have you been Aleatha'd?
#enemiestolovers #arrangedmarriage #age-gap-romance #dangerousromance *From New York Times bestselling author Aleatha Romig
comes a new romantic suspense duet set in the dark and mysterious world of New Orleans. This full-length novel is the conclusion of the
Devil’s Series Duet that begins with the prequel “Fate’s Demand”, continues in DEVIL’S DEAL, and concludes in ANGEL’S PROMISE.

Absurd fairy tales, very sensibly told There once was a good little devil - did you read that right? Yes you did: not a
wicked little devil but a good one, and boy, was he in a fix! Instead of doing bad things like forgetting his homework and
playing tricks on his teachers, this little devil kept trying to be good. He did all his homework - and sometimes enjoyed it!
He was never rude and he even encouraged sinners to say sorry. His parents were at their wits' end. So the little devil
struck out on his own. On his quest to learn to be good, our little devil meets all kinds of people, from priests to police and
from the Pope in Rome to Little Jesus himself. But will the angels let a little red devil with black horns into Heaven? In
these thirteen tales, clever young people find nifty ways to overcome greedy kings, wicked witches, unlucky spells and
even silly names. And there's a big dash of magic to help them on the way!
Centuries ago, Brax committed unforgivable sins, killing his lover and himself, and to escape eternal damnation, he made
a bargain with the Devil. Now immortal, he roams the earth, corrupting and collecting souls for Hell's infernal legions in
anticipation of the coming apocalypse. And he is very, very good at what he does.When he is given the special
assignment of corrupting Maggie Westbrook, a seemingly timid high school senior who also happens to be one of the
Nephilim, children of angels with the purest of mortal souls, Brax believes his goal of commanding his own legion in Hell's
army is finally within his reach. Maggie isn't just any Nephilim; she's the lamb who will break the seals that will usher in
Armageddon, and her corruption will tip the scales of that final battle towards Hell.But he quickly finds that the job will be
more difficult than he first anticipated. For one thing, he has competition in the form of the demon Corbin Black, whose
powers of corruption rival his own. And Maggie is not unguarded, as the Nephilim and host of Heaven will do everything
they can to stop him. Most disconcerting, though, is Maggie herself. From the moment Brax first sees her, he is drawn to
her purity and innocence, and as he comes to know her, long-forgotten emotions begin to rise within him, emotions he
hasn't felt for centuries...While Testimony is an epic story of good and evil battling for control of an innocent soul, with the
fate of the world hanging in the balance, it's also the more personal story of a deeply flawed man trying as hard as he can
to overcome the devastating sins of his past and find true love and redemption.This book contains mature themes,
violence, drug use, drinking, and sexual situations. Reader discretion is advised.
Possession was never this much fun Trust me or die…That’s
the choice Morgan Kingsley, exorcist, is given by the
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gorgeous rogue demon who’s gotten inside her. The truth is, Morgan has dozens of reasons not to trust anyone, from
the violence that torched her house and killed her father to a love life that’s left her questioning her relationship with her
erstwhile boyfriend, Brian. But Lugh, a king among demons, won’t take no for an answer. He’s prying into her body, her
mind, even her sex life. And he’s just pulled Morgan into a power struggle that could have devastating consequences for
both the human and demon worlds. But Morgan still has a job to do: investigating the highly bizarre possession of the son
of a wealthy Philadelphia couple. That hunt leads Morgan into a realm of sexual depravity, then a terrifying kidnapping.…
Now a woman who makes her living prying demons from their hosts finds her day job colliding with the night: a darkness
that is attracting demons of the damnedest sort, including the one who’s about to demand his ultimate due.…
They call him the Devil Earl—a scoundrel and accused murderer who grew up on the violent London streets. A proper
young lady risks more than her reputation when consorting with the roguishly handsome Lucian Langdon, but Lady
Catherine Mabry believes she has no choice. To protect those she loves, she would do anything—even strike a bargain
with the devil himself. Lucian desires respectability and a wife above all else, but the woman of his choosing lacks the
social graces to be accepted by the aristocracy. Catherine can help Lucian gain everything he wants. But what she asks
for in exchange will put their very lives in jeopardy. When danger closes in, Catherine discovers a man of immense
passion and he discovers a woman of immeasurable courage. As secrets from his dark past are revealed, Lucian begins
to question everything he knows to be true, including the yearnings of his own heart.
For Cain Casey nothing is more important than family, and having hers close—Emma, Hayden, Hannah, and the new
baby—is as near as she’ll get to true happiness. But enemies who lurk in the shadows threaten more than just her
business, forcing her to question whether the biggest threat comes from having it all. As Cain continues to search for
lingering adversaries like agent-turned-drug dealer Anthony Curtis, the FBI is hot on her tail and will stop at nothing to
lock her away. Add the Russian mob into the mix and it might be too much to handle. It will take a transformation into the
devil incarnate for Cain to keep those she loves safe and to hold on to her rightful place as the head of the family.
Cain Casey is close to getting everything she wants. Her partner Emma is pregnant with their third child, her children are
safe and happy, and her business is still thriving despite the FBI's vendetta. Life is perfect on the surface, but it's the
underbelly that worries her. Her long-time enemy Juan Luis and his new partner, rogue agent Anthony Curtis have
disappeared; her cousin Muriel has gotten serious about Shelby Philips, the FBI agent in charge of the Casey
surveillance team; and her business partner, Remi Jatibon, is facing trouble from her new love Dallas's secret past. While
Cain struggles to defeat a new enemy—a woman who just may be her equal when it comes to destroying those who stand
against her family—an unimaginable betrayal may bring Cain's charmed life to an end.
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The Devil is part of the Cards of Love Collection. You do NOT need to read any other books in the collection in order to
read The Devil. They'll tell you I seduced them. Used my looks and body to lure them into my playground. They'll tell you
I'm a sinner. A demon who held them captive with temptation and lust. They'll tell you I'm evil. A monster obsessed with
the both of them. They'll tell you they made a deal with the devil.What they won't tell you...is how much they liked it.
Please note: This story contains content that may be offensive to some readers.Please also note: The Devil is a fulllength prelude novel
Seventeen-year-old Lisa Brown loved going to church. Oh sure, sometimes she'd rather sleep in, but she liked the
calming and empowering strength of her faith. Sundays revitalized her spirit when she thanked God for the wonderful
things in her life like her loving family and her amazing girlfriend, Samantha Rose. One day she hoped to marry Sam,
have a house and yard, and have babies together. One day. But then it happened. That fateful Sunday when the guest
preacher stepped behind the pulpit and spoke four words that would change Lisa's world forever. "Homosexuality is a
sin," he said. Had she heard him right? When her mother put a hand on her forearm, she knew she had. Every muscle in
her body tensed, and she forgot to breathe. What was happening? The church she'd been baptized in, grown up in, and
wanted to get married in had, in one instant, turned against her. Still not quite believing what she'd heard, she mumbled,
"Ignorance is a sin, Reverend." Never one to back down from a challenge, she scanned the congregation but didn't find a
single soul who looked upset by his statement. Many were even nodding in agreement. She muttered under her breath,
"Game on, people. Game on."
Born to wealth and privilege, but now widowed and betrayed on the unforgiving Arizona frontier, Viola Ross must choose
between starvation and marriage -- to her husband's killer. Or take a scandalous risk and turn her back on polite society
by becoming the mistress of William Donovan. With his reputation for ruthlessness and a piercing stare that can stop any
man -- or melt any woman -- Donovan seems fully capable of defending her with his bullwhip and Bowie knives. Not to
mention what else he can do with those big, callused hands ... As desire flares between Donovan and Viola, a killer's lust
for Viola turns to deadly vengeance. For his allies are the very men who once destroyed Donovan's family, and this time,
they'll let no Irish Devil stand in their way ...
There's nothing eighteen-year-old Eve can do about her corrupt, power-hungry witch parents who kill at the slightest
insult, except vow never to use her own powers, adding to the family evil. But when her father introduces her to Boaz, a
powerful vampire who manipulates her by giving her the one thing she's never had-love, Eve finds herself caught up in a
world of greed and seduction, using black magic to harm others purely for enjoyment. Unbeknownst to Eve, however,
Boaz's true desire is to steal her power for himself, and he will do whatever it takes to make that happen.
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A darkly humorous and brilliantly observed teen drama about the intensity of teenage friendships and disaffected youth.
Between the devil and the deep blue sea... is the last place you want to be.Boone Fischer and Emily Durand have been
through a lot in the past few years. A new beginning on the island of Cozumel is going swimmingly: their own dive boat,
their own business, a new canine friend, and a room with a view. But a chance encounter with a staggeringly wealthy
family and their luxury cruise line will bring pandemonium to this peaceful paradise.In this fourth book of the best-selling
Deep Series, Boone and Emily find themselves immersed in a world of wealth and privilege, where jealousy, greed, and
deceit can lead down a dark path.From drift dives in whipping currents to the claustrophobic confines of the infamous
Devil's Throat? from the crashing waves on the "wild side" of Cozumel to a massive mega-yacht on the high seas, Deep
Devil will take you to fascinating places. Some beautiful... some deadly."An exciting romp around the Caribbean with a
cleverly twisting plot and action at every turn." - Nicholas Harvey, author of the AJ Bailey Adventure Series
The hunt is on for a fortune in stolen British gold in this New York Times bestselling Sean Dillon novel. Irish militant
Michael Ryan wants to finance war in his homeland—and a sinister pact with the New York Mafia will make his dreams a
savage reality. Former IRA enforcer Sean Dillon now works for the British government. His mission: retrieve the gold
lying shipwreched at the botton of the Irish Sea by any means necessary—and finish Ryan's bloody plot before it gets off
the ground. Two deadly men are locked in a furious race, with millions of dollars—and lives—hanging in the balance...
"STARTLING . . . FIENDISH . . . MEMNOCH'S TALE IS COMPELLING." --New York Daily News "Like Interview with the
Vampire, Memnoch has a half-maddened, fever-pitch intensity. . . . Narrated by Rice's most cherished character, the
vampire Lestat, Memnoch tells a tale as old as Scripture's legends and as modern as today's religious strife." --Rolling
Stone "SENSUAL . . . BOLD, FAST-PACED." --USA Today "Rice has penned an ambitious close to this long-running
series. . . . Fans will no doubt devour this." --The Washington Post Book World "MEMNOCH THE DEVIL OFFERS
PASSAGES OF POETIC BRILLIANCE." --Playboy "[MEMNOCH] is one of Rice's most intriguing and sympathetic
characters to date. . . . Rice ups the ante, taking Lestat where few writers have ventured: into heaven and hell itself. She
carries it off in top form." --The Seattle Times
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